Quantum Resonance Crystal Bed
Bio-resonance field
Our bodies are receivers and interpreters of vibrations. We have various organs that are
designed to receive different types of vibrations. The eyes receive light, the ears sound, the hair touch or
pressure, the skin temperature, the nose smell, the heart receives magnetic and multidimensional
energy. If our eyes were readjusted so they could see what we hear, then the “sound” would have color.
The same holds true for the other sensors our bodies have. The sensory systems are designed to give us
a broad spectrum of information through various mediums so we can use our bodies effectively. At any
given moment, the human body can instantly report what is happening around us and in us. When our
bodies are performing sub optimally, they can sometimes be overwhelmed with vibrations that are not
the highest. Moreover, when we use a self-limiting belief, then that will affect what we do with the
vibrations in our field.

Vibration based therapy.
The crystal bed can create specific vibrations through light, sound, magnetics, etc. and do so in a
way that relaxes the client and allows the intentions to flow. The special binaural beats created through
the headphones will turn off the brain and stop the self-limiting beliefs for the time on the system. The
vibrations generated throughout the massage table are carried into every cell in the body allowing for
the cells to feel the same resonance. Specific frequencies are being generated through the crystal
holders and the crystals are sending that information into the subtle energy body. Inside these holders is
magnetic as well as light information. Because we are adjusting and resetting so many of the bodies
information systems, we can then have amazing results. Homeostasis and wellbeing can occur in the
body and allow the natural organic flow of energy and information to infuse the cells and subtle bodies
of the client.
The great feeling aftereffects of the system typically last for days. When a client can use the
system in a repetitive fashion for four to six weeks, then they will find lasting results. The reason for this
is the replication of cells. As the cells in the body wear out and are replaced by new cells, they use the
frequencies available for coding and information. When the cells have a consistently high vibration to
work with, then they will replicate with those frequencies in place.

Types of modalities
The quantum resonance crystal bed uses several forms of energy which work together to form the basis
of the system. We use light, sound, magnetics, and non-conformal energy as the fundamental building
blocks. Within each of these are various subsections.
•

Light
o
o
o

UV- creates a safe light that allows the cells to be receptive to change. Supports Vitamin
D production
IR- IR is a proven to reduce inflammation within the cells.
LED- specific frequencies of light given to meridian/Chakra points are beneficial to
optimal health.

•

•

•

Magnetic
o PEMF- Our Pulsed Electro Magnetic Fields are used in conjunction with the crystals to
produce advanced Scalar fields. The frequency programmable PEMF coils are hand
made and can use additional PEMF devices like RIFE and TENS units.
Sound
o Physical vibration- allowing complete cellular immersion into specific frequencies for
fast shifts and amazing transformation.
o Binaural beats- De-programing the brain from the thoughts that no longer serve and
aligning a cohesive state between the left and right hemisphere. Choose from over 45
different custom-made music tracks or bring your own music.
Non-conformal energy
o Tensor fields- Structured energy fields that enhance the energy of the crystals.
o Scalar- Produced from multiple sources in the system, Scalar is a multidimensional
information system for the body. This allows the instructions for change and health to
permeate all the cells.
o Orgone- Frequency derived information from the essential oils and fine minerals/ gems.

By selectively combining these types of energies, we can effectively increase the potential for wellbeing
or health.

Operation
We have been refining the system for over 6 years and feel that we have created a very advanced and
simple to operate system.
The client lays on the table, picks the music (or you do) set the lights, headphones and adjust volumes.
Come back to the client when the session is almost over to welcome them back from the session.
The system is synergistic with other modalities, and we have had even greater success with
acupuncture, Reiki, massage therapy and other forms of energy work.
Combine the system with other modalities or use it as a standalone pre/post treatment plan.
-safe for daily use
-no time limits
-easy training
-fast and effective results
-unattended treatment protocols available
-distance healing

Pricing
The system starts at $10,600 and flexible payment options are available.
Please feel free to reach Shin and Beth for more information. 505-919-9453
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Crystal Bed
The Crystal Bed is a complete system- you do not need to add Dream Sound or Crystal Lites

Item
QRCB

Description
Crystal Bed Flagship system- complete
(7) DT 24 sided vogel quartz crystals- tripod or wall mount
Comes with everything you need: music and player,
headphones, transducers, massage table, lightbar, etc…

Price
$10,950.00

NOTE: Overseas customer do not receive massage table
NOTE: wall mount does not come with carry cases

Item
24 rose
Xtra Table
MediCrystal A
MediCrystal B
longshell
no table

Additional items to consider
Description

Add

(1) 24 sided DT (double terminate) rose quartz
2nd Table with Transducers (some clients want 2 massage tables)
73"x31" professional amythest heat mat with PEMF inside mat
73"x32" professional amythest NO pemf (similar to Bio-Mat)
hardshell case for tripod and lightbar - System normally comes with
1 hardshell & 1 softcase- This gives 2 hardshells
minus massage table (use your own table)

Sub

$150.00
$1,450.00
$1,190.00
$790.00
$400.00
-$350.00

Crystal Lites
Crystal Lites can be packaged with Dream Sound

Item
LITES

Description
crystal lites system
infared lights (without pulsation like full system) , RGB color lights,
PEMF via music sync, (7) DT 24 sided vogel quartz crystals
NO CARRY CASE, NO AUX INPUT FOR PEMF

Price
$5,200.00

Dream Sound
Dream Sound can be packaged with Crystal Lites

Item
DREAM

Item

Description
Dream Sound vibroacoustic system
comes with all music, player, cables, headphones, 2 transducers
massage table, 2 high powered amplifiers, stand,
NO CARRY CASE

Price
$5,200.00

Additional items to consider for both Dream Sound & Crystal Lites
Description
Add

MediCrystal A 73"x31" professional amythest heat mat with PEMF inside mat
MediCrystal B 73"x32" professional amythest NO pemf (similar to Bio-Mat)
Xtra Table
2nd Table with Transducers (some clients want 2 massage tables)

$1,190.00
$790.00
$1,450.00

Sub

